The Object of my Affection
Identity and Gender Roles: Robots'eye vs mine
Can a robot be programmed to have awareness of Identity? And if so, would a robot be able to understand the complexity of gender roles through times? Could a robot take the role of an artist exploring issues related to the self?
Currently, there are gender-programmed robots like Sophia (Knowledge) that seems to be aware of gender. Sophia is programmed to help others, and is able to ask and respond questions. Sophia can remember faces, and recognize facial expressions. Sophia is supposed to be created to protect humanity. There is also an industry that is creating Barbie like robots for the only purpose of sexual pleasure. So already in Robotics, men are creating a social and moral deformation. Can a robot like Sophia through programmed knowledge access moral and ethical human values? And if so, can a robot express them through different arts?
As a woman artist, my work is about issues related to gender role and identity. The Object of my affection is an ongoing project using various forms of expression such as photography, painting, and short film, to deepen our consciousness in regards to the reality of women as objects in old and modern times. My sensitivity to these issues is part of me as a woman, based on my upbringing, experiences, and knowledge. It is also based on my perceptions that are registered through my senses. 
Therefore, for this exhibit, I decided to alter this reality by asking men to pose nude with an apple to explore levels of comfort/discomfort between me, them, and the viewer, and to raise many questions based on their personal perceptions and experiences. Can my work objectify me and make me a victim of moral deformation? Would I be judged because I am a woman? And lastly, if a robot like Sophia, would be the artist (with awareness of identity ?) , what would it be the viewers' perception ? Would Sophia and the viewers have the same level of comfort/discomfort? 
The robot's eye vs mine is a provocative subject. I am/organic vs It is/mechanical. Though a robot might be an amazing machine that can do all programmed tasks, it seems to me it lacks free will and awareness. And while a robot might live forever, I, as an organic being, eventually die, and this is what makes me unique and creative. 


